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Automate and orchestrate cyberhygiene across all your enterprise endpoints

With the IT landscape constantly expanding with heterogeneous devices, the task of securing and managing endpoints only gets more challenging day-by-day. IT teams use multiple security and management tools to assess risks and eliminate threat vectors. Multiple tools leave them with numerous false positives, interdependencies, siloed management, and digressed remediation controls, ultimately proving inefficient for the modern IT infrastructure.

IT teams need an integrated approach to managing and securing endpoints to accurately assess and mitigate risks from a centralized control. With a unified approach, IT teams gain scalability, transparency, and governance to take data-driven decisions with an accurate and complete picture of their organization’s security posture. A solution which resolves all these dismays and enables organizations to remotely monitor, secure, and manage their enterprise endpoints 24x7 is the primary need today.

SecPod SanerNow
Unified Endpoint Security and Management Platform

SecPod SanerNow’s integrated endpoint security and management platform helps mitigate the challenges of discovering, managing, and securing endpoints across your organization’s IT landscape. It provides you with an advanced, unified approach, meticulously designed security tools, and handy endpoint management abilities to automate and orchestrate your endpoint security and management routines from a centralized console.

With SanerNow, you can gain complete visibility and control over your organizations IT assets, identify and remediate vulnerabilities, automate patch management, detect and respond to ongoing threats, perform endpoint management tasks, and harden endpoints to comply with industry security standards.

SanerNow’s single cloud-based console, combined with its powerful, lightweight, intelligent agents provide a single point of control to orchestrate all your endpoint security and management operations. With the industry’s first risk assessment and mitigation capabilities integrated in one console, SanerNow reduces your organization’s risk exposure to protect your enterprise from any security exploit.
Achieve complete control over endpoint security and management with a unified platform

**Implement a robust endpoint security and management strategy through an integrated console**

Perform all security and management tasks on your endpoints from a centralized cloud-based console. Use a single tool and eliminate complexities of using multiple point solutions and reduce software spending costs.

**Leverage the industry’s most advanced capabilities and automation techniques**

Get the world’s largest and up to date SCAP repository with 100,000+ security checks and fastest 5-minute scans to identify risks in your endpoints with intelligent scanning algorithms. Automate all routine tasks to keep threat vectors away.

**Orchestrate all endpoint security and management routines with one powerful light-weight agent**

Lightweight SanerNow agents installed in endpoints perform security and management actions seamlessly. The agents work on continuous monitoring technology to ensure constant watch over endpoints.

**Manage multiple OS endpoints remotely from the cloud**

SanerNow supports all operating systems – Windows, Mac, and Linux from the cloud. You can easily monitor, manage, and control to remotely secure your endpoints against cyber-attacks.
Endpoint security and management unified by a powerful set of tools

**Vulnerability Management**

Respond ahead of the attackers to reduce your risk exposure with continuous scans to detect, assess, prioritize, and remediate vulnerabilities across your organization’s endpoints.

- Industry’s fastest, zero-disruption scan for comprehensive vulnerability detection
- Powered by the world’s largest (and growing), intelligent SCAP Feed with 100,000+ vulnerability checks built-in
- Integrated remediation to mitigate vulnerabilities

**Patch Management**

Stay up to date with your patching activity across your hybrid and heterogeneous IT infrastructure. Eliminate risks with our automated remote patching.

- Out-of-the-box support across your heterogeneous IT infrastructure including all operating systems, third-party apps, and firmware
- Fully-vetted on-time patching with agent-driven, remote-supported automated patching cadence with prioritization based on severity
- In-built patch repository rigorously tested and updated with all latest patches from software vendors

**Compliance Management**

Harden system configurations to reduce your threat exposure. Remotely scan and address any vulnerable or deviant endpoints to proactively remediate risks.

- Ensure alignment with major industry security compliance benchmarks (including HIPAA, PCI, NIST and ISO)
- Customize and enforce organizational security policies with pre-built configurations

**Asset Management**

Discover and track every hardware and software asset across your network with full visibility and control from a unified, centralized dashboard.

- Integrated view of software and hardware assets including licenses and ongoing usage
- Manage outdated and rarely used applications and software
- Blacklist or whitelist applications directly from the dashboard with an aggregated view
**Endpoint Management**

Monitor and manage your endpoints and strengthen your security posture with real-time monitoring of 100+ endpoint metrics. Ensure system health with ongoing security controls monitoring and address the deviations in real-time.

- One-click deployment of software from your dashboard with an in-built software repository
- Remotely monitor risk to block malicious applications and devices
- Use the integrated dashboard with a smart multifunctional agent to remotely troubleshoot system issues

**Endpoint Detection and Response**

Proactively detect and respond to threat vectors. Set indicators of attack using our pre-made and customizable Indicators of Attack and Indicators of Compromise kits.

- Detect devices that have been compromised by malicious threat vectors and isolate any affected endpoints to prevent the spread of attacks
- Automate customizable detection and response checks
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**About SecPod**

SecPod is leading provider of endpoint security and management solutions. SecPod (Security Podium, incarnated as SecPod) has created revolutionary SanerNow platform and tools that are used by MSPs and enterprises worldwide. SecPod also licenses security technology to top security vendors through its SCAP Content Professional Feed.
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**The SanerNow Platform**

SecPod SanerNow is a Unified Endpoint Security (UES) and management solution that ensures cyberhygiene by automating and orchestrating measures to safeguard your enterprise endpoints from cyber attacks. The major features of SanerNow include,

- Patch Management,
- Vulnerability Management,
- Asset Management,
- Endpoint Management,
- Compliance Management
- Endpoint Threat Detection & Response
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**Talk to Sales**

For enquiries on pricing

Email us on: info@secpod.com
Call us at: India - (+91) 80 4121 4020 / USA - (+1) 918 625 3023